
ProVelocity Bat - First time use Protocol
Warm Up

1. Put on a single band. Take 5 swings to warm up
2. Add another band and take 1-3 swings
3. Repeat until you can no longer get the double click

Tee Work or Visualization Dry Swings
Drill 1:

1. Put on one band. Take (1) check swing.
2. Keep increasing the resistance until the double click is no longer achieved.
3. Back off to the amount of resistance where the double click is easily achieved.
4. Move the tee in the back of the zone (closer to your back foot). While doing the check

swing, try and get the double click before contact with the ball.
Intent: Get the double click as early as possible - developing early bat speed and getting on
plane earlier. The check swing doesn’t allow you added time to get to speed. It forces you to be
explosive right away, engaging your core to stay connected. This drill will give you a larger
margin for error at the plate.
Note: If the resistance is too easy, add more.

Drill 2:
1. Put on 50-65% of your max resistance that you were still able to get the double click
2. Start with the tee in middle, middle. Take ¾ swings, holding the follow through. Take

enough swings until you get 5 perfect in a row.
3. With your game bat take 10 full swings.
4. Repeat in all 9 spots.

Intent: This drill is designed to eliminate power inefficiencies in the swing and calibrate your
mechanics. The ¾ swing forces you to stay through the zone longer with high bat speed.
Note: If the resistance is too easy, add more.

Front Toss or Max Effort Dry Swings:
Drill 1:

1. Start at 65-75% of your max resistance from the warm up.
2. Take 10 full swings off front toss.
3. Keep increasing the resistance and repeat.

Intent: Increase bat speed and exit velocity.

Drill 2:
1. Lock out the barrel to the far end.
2. Take 30 swings off front toss trying to barrel up the ball.

Intent: Develop hand-eye coordination.

Hitting Live
Hit with your game bat. Any time there are a few bad swings strung together, take 4-5 swings
with the ProVelocity Bat.




